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1. Introduction

It seems reasonable that, at symposia and conferences on high

energy particle accelerators, attention is paid frequently as to how

these machines are organized and used for research in high energy

physics. The occasion of this seminar may be especially suitable for

such a consideration. Without being specifically stated, it surely must

be implied that one of the goals is for us to share ideas with our

Japanese colleagues on this subject with reference to their synchrotron

now under construction.

During the past twenty-five years, a very large investment in money

and manpower has been made in high energy physics and its associateH

equipment. The diversity of the effort is often so great that the goals

sometimes become somewhat confused. These goals may be identified

as understanding energetic processes involving "fundamental" particles,

understanding particle accelerators themselves, development of tech-

nologies in related subjects, and things even farther afield. I propose

to address the subject as one who has spent a good part of his life

working on accelerators as interesting technical devices, and then some

more of his life attempting to create an environment in which high energy

physicist could seek their goals.

*Performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission



2. Establishing Goals

It is an essential part of good planning to identify the goals if one

expects to achieve them. Considering the cost and diversity of effort

necessary for an accelerator intended for high energy physics, a com-

bination of human talents must be utilized in setting the goals. They

must include high energy physicists who are eager and restless to us«>

the facility. They must include a restraining influence to moderate the

vested interests. Such a goal-setting body must incorporate the best

expression of the aspiration* of accelerator physicists. It must incor-

porate a mechanism which is clearly able to separate questions of fact

from questions of value. One well tested way is to make a clear dis-

tinction between che role of judge and the role of advocates. In times

of affluence, such precautions may not be needed to secure the money

for an accelerator, but even then precautions are necessary to exercise

responsible control over the expenditure of money. Foolishly spent

money, when easily available, can produce a backlash which causes a

difficulty in obtaining funds when they are scarce.

Since large accelerators require several years of time for building,

much long-range forecasting of the future of physics and accelerators is

necessary. This process is markedly different for a frontier machine,

such as at NAL, as compared with a machine which must be highly

competitive at the outset, such as the one at Tsukuba. For the former,

many discoveries will be topical. For the latter, in its energy range,

the interesting gaps in the body of knowledge must be predicted. This

places severe demands upon the programs planned for the period of

several years hence. Mixed with this will be the demand to implement

a training program and style of physics which are indigenous to Japan and

at the same time competitive on the world market for high energy physics.

The history of physics offers many examples of crucial discoveries in

territories which were hurridly overrun by an earlier assault. These

discoveries in old territory more often result from carefully performed

experiments than from serendipity.



Closely following the setting of goals is mobilising an

system to achieve them. Clearly if the chief executive is to be enthvi-

siastic about reaching the goals, he should have a hand in defining

them. This then places him in this subject body of people. Since the

fields of high energy physics research and the development of the

necessary equipment are rapidly changing, the goals are apt to change

during the course of design and construction. Such conditions require

frequent review of goals and the holding open of many options to times

late in the program. Furthermore, it means that the facilities finally

constructed must have a mixture of somewhat unchangeable charac-

teristics plus those which can be modified quickly.

3. Execution of Design and Construction

The number of styles of management of accelerator construction is

almost as great as the number of accelerators which have been built.

Such variety results from the diversity of the people involved, the goals

set, and the prevailing environment. It may be possible to extract

some useful conclusions through examining some examples.

The old debate over organising an effort along disciplinary lines

versus along project lines, using a mixture of disciplines, probably

never will be settled. More often it seems to toe decided on the per-

sonality and style of the project leadership rather than on the character

of the project. Providing a test of whether or not a particular arrange-

ment "works" places a severe demand upon the supervision. The next

question is what to do about it if it does not work. The success of a

particular arrangement hinges not only upon whether or not individual

projects are successful, but also upon whether or not the projects can

relate to one another over barriers of jealousy and provincialism. One

technique which has scored favorably is the interchange of people among

projects. This can include misfits as well as highly productive people.

By such measures, a person in trouble can be moved to other oppor-

tunities before he or the program is badly hurt. Such moves help to



reduce ignorance of others on which prejudice and provincialism feed.

The skills of a transferee often provide the technical coupling at the

working level which is necessary to form a whole program out of many

parls. In the mind of an individual, such a move often provides him a

spectrum of colleagues for securing rewards and evaluations.

Another test of a project arrangement is in the maintenance of con-

tinuing responsibility. Roughly the same people who design and build

a piece oi equipment must make it really work. On this issue, the orga-

nisation along disciplinary lines often fails. Having to clean up the pro-

blems created by another person is one of the most discouraging and

unproductive ways to proceed. An early and frequently audited progress

schedule must be set. Effective quality assurance at the working level

must be achieved in many ways such as schedule, design, safety, and

testing. An exchange of this function among related projects can also

provide the needed technical coupling and personal communication

helpful to bind the parts of an organization into a whole. Sometimes

this checking of the work of others can pass between disciplines such as

physics and engineering And help close this gap which sometimes is

troublesome.

A threat to maintaining a continuing responsibility is posed by the

necessary shift in the character of the work to be done as time passes.

In the beginning, often the initial concepts are those of physicists. Re-

ducing them to design and finally producing functional equipment often

is the work of engineers. The molding of individual components into an

entire working accelerator requires both. At this stage, often a dis-

tinction develops between those who are suitable to build and those who

are suitable to make equipment work, thus resulting in loss of continu-

ity. One hedge is to train a group of people having a spectrum of talents

such that they can be rewarded by promotion into the vacated positions.

Along with assurance of the adequacy of people and organisation, there

must also be assurance of adequacy of equipment built to do a job. In

a system as complicated and costly as a large accelerator, individual



components must have a very high degree of reliability. Careful design

and construction are a part of the picture. Every vital component must

be severely tested insofar as practical under functional conditions,

at least conditions as severe as those anticipated for normal service.

This is another opportunity for quality assurance by people in related

projects which helps close technical and communication, gaps among

them.

Following upon the need to verify the ability of subsystems to

clearly meet stated specifications is the need to examine the perfor-

mance of the accelerator as a whole. This calls for a well-conceived

system of diagnostic equipment. Considering the present highly

developed state of the art for accelerators, this equipment can be well

defined and should be built and installed along with other equipment in

order that a systematic procedure for activating each subsystem can

be followed promptly. The diagnostic equipment relative to the beam

in a proton synchrotron typically should be:

Preaccelerator

1. Ion source current and beam component makeup

2. Transverse phase space population at low energy

Linac

3. Input ion current and makeup

4. Input beam phase space population

5. Input beam momentum and momentum spread

6. Input beam position on both coordinates

1. Output beam current

8. Output beam phase space population

9 Output sensitive measure of momentum and spread

10. Output provision to chop beam for less than one turn injection

Circular Parts of Synchrotron

11. Beam position in both transverse coordinates

12. Betatron tunes in both coordinates, coherent blowups

13. Beam intensity, both slow and fast time structure



14. Beam loss according to position in orbit

15. Warping magnets to explore aperture

16. Scraping targets to trim beam

17. Visual width and position monitor

Note: It is highly desirable that many of these observations be

permissible without interrupting the normal operation of the

machine.

This list should not be interpreted rigidly. The message I am in-

intending to convey is that much thought should be given to the kinds of

beam information which will be needed to diagnose malfunction and how

that information will be secured and interpreted. Such an activity should

be as much a part of accelerator design and construction as is the beam-

handling equipment itself. For coping with the complexity and perfor-

mance uncertainty of the diagnostic equipment, it should be monitored

in the beginning in very primitive form, svch as with oscilloscopes.

After clarity of interpretation is established, much is to be gained by

digitizing the beam diagnostic information for processing by a computer.

This statement applies also to many of the diagnostic signals from the

electrical and mechanical portions of the accelerator. The quantity of

needed information is so massive that computer assistance is almost

required before effective utilization can be achieved. Following this

step, it is often advantageous to close feedback loops such as to produce

automatic control of certain parameters. Then, human intervention

occurs at the stage of determining if the automatic feedback loops are

functioning properly.

It may be appropriate to make some remarks about the role of

management in designing, building, and using accelerators as an

example of complicated equipment. The basic question hinges upon how

the stated goals are kept in mind. A bureaucratic structure is necessary

to codify the goals and establish an organized effort to achieve them.

The membership of the bureaucratic structure must always keep in mind

that they are working to please and support those who set the goals and
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not suppose the reverse. This condition is difficult to maintain in the

case of high energy physicists because they may be poorly organized,

while the bureaucrats usually are well organized and to a large extent

in control of the money. They need to audit the decision making pro-

cess but not make the decisions themselves. They should be neither

the judges nor the advocates. The question of who is working for whom

must be answered by saying the bureaucrats are working for the high

energy physicists and their job security must depend upon it.

4. Facilities for High Energy Physics

1 will attempt to glean from experiences in a few accelerator

laboratories ideas which might be useful in organizing such a facility

for the advantage of research in high energy physics. My remarks

probably will be oriented somewhat toward the facility now under con-

struction at Tsukuba. They will relate to the energy range available

to this machine and the peculiar competition when it becomes operational.

The energy of the Tsukuba accelerator is low enough relative to the

threshold energy for several interesting processes that beam intensity

will likely be very important. As a rule, high intensities are not

available early in the commissioning of an accelerator, but are achieved

after considerable time and effort. Performing sophisticated experi-

ments is similarly demanding of large initial investments. Therefore,

it is clear that the first high energy experiments performed on the new

accelerator should make relatively small demands upon effort and

beam intensity at the risk of not being fully competitive with the rest

of the world in topical physics. Such precautions will permit the

training of personnel and the optimization of equipment to proceed in

an orderly fashion.

Certainly in the long-range planning for the accelerator, extracted

proton beams will be a necessity. However, in the beginning (at least)

carefully conceived internal targeting of the beam will be called for.

Such a measure will permit more experiments which are threatened



with intensity limitations to be performed successfully. In general,

problems of shielding and equipment malfunction will be easier to solve.

The reduced involvement of beam line and extraction equipment will

permit an earlier securing of noteworthy new data. On a time-scale

rotation with efforts to achieve useful beam extraction, experience

with and data from physics experiments can be secured.

It seems wise to plan the internal targeting of the beam for probable

long-term use, even after good extraction has been achieved. There-

fore, it should be arranged so that it does not interfere with extraction

operations. In very intensity-hungry experiments, such targeting

may be useful even after high accelerator beams have been reached.

This means that attention must be paid to problems of radiation damage

near a massive target in a large beam. By using very small fiber tar-

gets, it should be possible to extract a very small part of a circulating

beam when such is needed, while resonant extraction is supplying

experiments which demand very intense beams. This should be a

rather fail-safe way of securing a very small fraction of a large beam.

A class of experiments probably will be in vogue for some time which

involves very small production angles, low yields, and very low energy

products. Internal targets are best suited for these if access to the

beam can be had and space in or near the beam tunnel is available. If the

energy loss per proton-pass through the internal targetis small compared

to the energy gain per turn in the synchrotron, beam dilutions from

synchrotron phase space will be slow and small. If the coordinates for

internal targeting and resonant extraction of the beam are at quadrature

relative to one another, the two processes can proceed simultaneously

and nearly independent of one another.

Certainly it is desirable to have many sites around a synchrotron

for performing high energy experiments. This is impossible in most

cases without beam extraction. It is possible to extract the beam by

exciting certain betatron resonances or by passing the circulating beam

through an energy-jump target. It ie sometimes feasible to use the



energy jump target also as an internal production target. In so doing,

the two beams are not independent of one another which sometimes

requires experimental compromises. However, it frequently is

easier to produce a beam with low radio frequency structure in inten-

sity when an energy-jump target is used.

The duration of the pulse of extracted beam is determined largely

by the demands of the experiments under way. In a few cases, the

spill should be a short burst, even as short as a single bunch or a

single turn about the machine. Most counter experiments fare better

with long, smooth spills. In mos-t cases, it is easier to secure the

short rather than the long, smooth spills. Therefore, in starting a

new accelerator, short spills first should be achieved. The length and

smoothness along with efficiency can be gradually improved as famili-

arity with the machine is gained and experimenters evaluate their needs.

If the accelerator radio frequency is high enough, structure in the beam

intensity due to this may not be very troublesome for many counter

experiments. In any event, beam structure due to ripple in the synchro-

tron magnetic field is almost always objectionable. In general, it can

be adequately reduced by use of active orbit warping magnets much

more cheaply and effectively than by superb filtering of the power

supply.

The criteria for determining the number and kinds of extracted

beams depends much upon the kinds of experiments anticipated, which

are necessarily difficult to predict. Within financial limits, maximum

flexibility is wanted, and such may be more readily achieved with only

one extracted beam. With just one extracted beam, many experimental

sites can be accommodated by repeated branching of the beam. This

can proceed in an orderly and safe manner, unless a very large splitting

ratio is called for. In this case, the experiment scheduled to receive

the small fraction may receive a dangerously large increase as a result

of minor changes in the equipment which determines the splitting ratio.

Some redundancy in protection against such an eventuality can be
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achieved by producing the large splitting ratio in two stages such that

a disaster would require the simultaneous failure of both. It is likely

that more suitable control over beam extraction can be achieved if

there is one extracted beam rather than two which must be adjusted

simultaneously.

Sometimes an experiment is involved which requires less than the

maximum energy of the accelerator. Effective scheduling may call

for its being run simultaneously with other experiments requiring

maximum energy. This can be accomplished simply if a second exter-

nal beam is available. Using one external beam for both energies

would involve time-varying beam components and considerable

complication.

When several sophisticated experiments are involved, the available

beam intensity often becomes a limiting factor. Frequently this problem

can be relieved by placing the production targets for a number of ex-

periments in series with one another in the beam. In general, the less

massive targets should be placed up-stream in the beam so as to

degrade beam quality minimally for experiments down-stream in the

beam. This arrangement is often valuable in producing beams for

testing equipment prior to installation at the experimental site.

Very often more sophisticated experiments call for small momen-

tum bitfis, small solid angles, tight definition of particle trajectories,

etc. In the simplest view, this results in a very poor utilization of the

particles accelerated or produced. The motivation then is very strong

to organize experiments so that many data channels operate in parallel,

each with appropriately tight tolerances. This results in considerable

increase in complexity of data-handling equipment and usually the use

of computer-like techniques for data recording. One approach has been

to expand a planar geometry for event studies into several parallel

channels often with wire chambers. Another approach which has been

little used so far is to employ solenoidal magnets for momentum anal-

ysis with the incident beam along the axis of the solenoid. This concept



takes advantage of the rotational symmetry involved in event production

and can result in a many-fold improvement in beam utilization.

As experimental regimes move into higher and higher intensities,

problems of shielding and radiation damage become more severe.

This intensifies the need for higher beam extraction efficiencies and

lower extraneous losses. It suggests that shielding for a target should

be dense and very close to the target. It emphasizes the importance

of the high-utilization arrangements mentioned above. Often these are

difficult and expensive measures. The conclusion is that several of

these installations should be flexible facilities suitable for several

experiments. In accomplishing all of this with safety and with minimal

interference among experiments in various stages of running or getting

ready to run, the various beam lines and their branches must have

good and safe radiation isolation.

5. Management of the High Energy Physics Facility

In managing a facility for research in high energy physics, there

are three identifiable functions: (1) program committee which makes

decisions on proposed experiments which should be scheduled to run,

(2) utilization committee which makes decisions relative to the utilization

of the existing facilities, and (3) development committee which makes

recommendations for the changes which should be made in the facility.

Among these three, there must be good communication with each other

and with a management office which has the responsibility for the proper

functioning of the whole. In each case, the committee makes recom-

mendations to its executive officer, who then carries out the actions on

his own authority.

The program committee and its executive officer must be keenly

aware of the topical subjects in high energy physics and capable of

judging possible areas where new opportunities might emerge. They

must stimulate proposals for experiments according to their best infor-

mation and judgement. They must pass judgement on experiments which



are proposed, as to their physics worthiness and suitability for the

accelerator facility at hand. This requires good communication with

people who have the necessary information but in general are not on

the committee. The membership should be largely from other labora-

tories and capable of sitting as judges and not becoming confused as

advocates. It is in their hands primarily that the quality of the high

energy physics research rests.

The utilization committee and its executive officer must be keenly

aware of the capabilities of the facility and how they can be turned to

achieve the greatest cost effectiveness in reaching the set goals. They

must strike the appropriate balance between effort spent on developing

the accelerator and facilities versus effort spent on high energy physics

research. They must conduct an approval procedure for sizable

machine and facilities experiments. They must schedule experiments,

both for physics and facilities, in the most effective way but in keeping

with the instructions of the program committee and with a knowledge of

the needs and preparation of the experimenters. The membership

should be largely within the laboratory and capable of responding

quickly to day-to-day needs. It must have a mechanism for accurately

determining the condition of everything essential to any experiment

under way or scheduled. There must be a mechanism for the commi-

tee to act as judges in hearing advocates. It is the responsibility of this

body to secure the largest return on the investment in the facility and

its utilization.

The development committee and its executive officer must be

keenly aware of the shortcomings of the facility, what the options for

improvement are, and the anticipated return for effort spent to improve

either the accelerator or its associated parts. They must be well

informed on the projected needs of high energy physicists. They must

be well informed about the status and improvement plans at competing

accelerators. It is their responsibility to make recommendations

relative to major improvements or modifications. They should pass
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judgement on such proposals made by others. Their membership should

be made up largely of people outside the laboratory but in good com-

munication with people responsible for the facility. The membership

should be a mixture of people from competing laboratories and physi-

cists who aspire to use the improved facilities. It is the responsibility

of this group to prevent the facility from becoming stagnant and

insensitive to the goals set for it. They should sit in judgement of

programs which support or which conflict with those goals.


